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a b s t r a c t 

Continuum mechanisms have recently been used in various manipulator designs, often for 

medical applications. Instead of forming manipulators, a multi-backbone continuum mech- 

anism, in a composed configuration, can be alternatively used as a transmission unit to 

generate an arbitrary number of translating outputs that are linearly combined from two 

independent inputs. This CCM (Composed Continuum Mechanism), applicable in other de- 

sign scenarios, is applied as mechanical postural synergies of an anthropomorphic robotic 

hand. In this hand, three actuators actuate the CCM in its coordinated motion mode to 

drive the eleven hand joints according to two synergy inputs to form synergy-based hand 

poses in a pre-grasp phase. Then, the CCM closes the fingers in its synchronized motion 

mode. Joint-level compliance was selectively introduced based on a statics analysis to help 

achieve the stable grasping and pinching of many daily life objects. The compliance cal- 

culation, postural synergy synthesis, system descriptions and experimental characteriza- 

tions of this hand with Compliant Mechanical Postural Synergy (the CoMPS hand) are ex- 

pounded. The efficacy of the hand, demonstrated by the experimental results, can inspire 

its use as a prosthesis, as a training device for synergy control, or in a humanoid robot, 

showing the potentials of the proposed CCM. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 1 

A continuum robot, a term coined in [1] , often possesses a structure with one or more continuum mechanisms. A con- 2 

tinuum mechanism, which has no identifiable revolute joints, realizes motions and transmits forces by its structural defor- 3 

mation. Enabled by recent advances in mechanics and kinematics modeling [2] , continuum mechanisms have been used in 4 

various manipulator designs to achieve design compactness and motion dexterity, often for medical applications [3-6] . 5 

Instead of forming manipulators or catheter tips, continuum mechanisms with multiple backbones, in a composed con- 6 

figuration, can be alternatively used as a transmission unit to generate an arbitrary number of translating outputs that are 7 

linearly combined from two independent inputs. The working principle of the CCM (Composed Continuum Mechanism) is 8 

detailed in Section 2 . The CCM, applicable in other design scenarios, can be applied as the mechanical postural synergies of 9 

an anthropomorphic robotic hand. 10 
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Fig. 1. Robotic hands with mechanical synergies: (a) the CoMPS hand: (b) and (c) the hands using differential pulleys in [25,27] , (d) the hand using 

planetary gears from [18] , and the X-hand using linkages in [28] . 

A postural synergy originally refers to a coordinated contraction pattern of a group of muscles [7] . The use of only two 11 

primary postural synergies was shown to account for a majority (approximately 84%) of the variance in many daily life 12 

grasps [8] , enabling low dimensional control of a multi-joint hand. 13 

The postural synergies (or the EigenGrasps in [9] ) have triggered new developments in theories and applications. Now, 14 

even a low-bandwidth bio-signal interface (e.g., electro-myography) can control a multi-joint hand for dexterous grasps. 15 

This postural synergy provides new understanding into hand motion atlas that used to primarily consist of discrete grasp 16 

taxonomy as in [10-12] . It also has enabled new approaches for grasp planning and in-hand manipulation [13-18] . 17 

If implemented according to the linear algebra definition, postural synergies are referred to as hard synergies [19] . The 18 

synergy-level compliance [20] , the joint-level compliance (namely, soft synergy as in [14] ), and the synergy-level adaption 19 

(namely, adaptive synergy as in [19] ) have been proposed to achieve adaptive grasps. 20 

Postural synergies can be implemented mechanically or digitally. For example, two to three postural synergies were 21 

digitally implemented in controllers used to control 12 –24 motors in a hand in [15,20-24] . The use of multiple motors and 22 

digital synergies is beneficial for forming versatile grasps and incorporating joint-level or synergy-level compliance. However, 23 

this type of hand can be complex and expensive to produce. 24 

Transmission units, serving as mechanical postural synergies, generate multiple outputs by linearly combining two mo- 25 

tion inputs. The mechanical synergies are realized using differential pulleys [25-27] , planetary gears [18] and linkages [28] as 26 

shown in Fig. 1 (b)–(e). 27 

Effort s to find alternative designs for mechanical synergies with better design compactness led to the proposal of the 28 

CCM’s first use in [29] . This paper presents the continued developments for this redesigned anthropomorphic hand with 29 

Compliant Mechanical Postural Synergies (the CoMPS hand) as shown in Fig. 1 (a). 30 

The contributions of this continued development include the following three aspects: 31 

• The CCM is used in two motion modes. In the coordinated motion mode, the CCM is driven to form synergy-based hand 32 

poses in a pre-grasp phase. In the synchronized motion mode, the CCM is driven to close the fingers. Only the first mode 33 

is used in [29] , whereas other mechanical synergy designs in [18,25-28] may require additional structure components to 34 

realize simultaneous finger closing. 35 

• Joint-level compliance is selectively introduced based on a statics analysis, particularly for achieving stable 1 pinching 36 

motions. Grasps are easier to produce due to the form closure. Although similar ideas of soft synergies are proposed in 37 

[14,17] , this study extends their validity: (i) the effectiveness of the joint-level compliance for pinching is experimentally 38 

verified; (ii) the statics analysis used for the compliance calculation for the pinching motion considers finger linkage; and 39 

(iii) closing the fingers with more force can now generate a larger pinch force to stably pinch a heavier object, instead 40 

of incurring a pinch ejection as observed in [30] . 41 

• The mechatronics and structural designs of the CoMPS hand are completely redone from those in [29] . Comprehensive 42 

experimental characterizations were performed to fully demonstrate the hand’s features. 43 

In addition to the abovementioned contributions, this paper expands the functionality of continuum mechanisms at a 44 

higher level, beyond the widely known uses as manipulator bodies or catheter tips. Here, the CCM generates linearly com- 45 

bined outputs. In a related study [31] , another motion transmission mechanism, the continuum differential mechanism, was 46 

proposed to generate differential outputs by structural deformations. Existing differential mechanisms rely on the relative 47 

motions of their kinematic pairs for outputs. 48 

The CoMPS hand can be applied in a humanoid robot, as prosthesis, or as an amputee training device for synergy-based 49 

control. In the latter case, an amputee can learn how to drive the synergy-based hand to form hand poses in the pre-grasp 50 

phase and simply close the fingers to produce stable grasps and pinches, possibly using the inputs decoded from his/her 51 

EMG signals following the approaches in [32,33] . Furthermore, the presented sensitivity studies indicate how accurate an 52 

amputee shall reproduce the pre-grasp poses to achieve stable grasps and pinches, providing a quantitative learning goal. 53 

Training with the use of an actual CoMPS hand can provide a better perception than with the use of a simulation (e.g., in 54 

[33] ). Actual training for such amputees may be included in a future study. 55 

1 Stability of a grasp or a pinch in this study is defined as a static equilibrium of the hand holding an object under gravity with no other external 

disturbances. 
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Fig. 2. The CCM: (a) the schematic with (a.1) for the coordinated motion and (a.2) for the synchronized motion, (b) its use in the CoMPS hand. 

This paper is organized as follows. The design concept and overview is presented in Section 2 . Section 3 describes the 56 

hand structure and the statics analysis of a pinch pose for the calculation of the joint-level compliance. The synthesis and 57 

mechanical implementations of the postural synergies are described in Section 4 . Section 5 details the system components 58 

of the CoMPS hand, and Section 6 presents the experimentation. The conclusions are summarized in Section 7 . 59 

2. Design concept and overview 60 

A CCM can generate an arbitrary number of translating outputs that are linearly combined from two independent inputs. 61 

Its use is demonstrated by the constructed CoMPS hand. 62 

As shown in Fig. 2 , a CCM consists of an outer and an inner continuum mechanism. Each continuum mechanism consists 63 

of an end disk, one or more spacers, a base disk, and several backbones (at least three for the outer continuum mechanism 64 

and an arbitrary number for the inner continuum mechanism). The backbones are made of thin nitinol rods and are attached 65 

to the end disks. They can slide with respect to the spacers and the base disks. 66 

The CCM has three DoFs (Degrees of Freedom): two DoFs for bending and one DoF for shortening/lengthening. Then two 67 

motion modes of the CCM are utilized. 68 

In the coordinated motion mode for the 2-DoF bending shown in Fig. 2 (a.1), the three backbones of the outer mech- 69 

anism are pulled and pushed to bend the outer mechanism, according to two configuration variables ( θ and δ, referred 70 

to in Section 4.2 ). Next, the outer mechanism bends the inner mechanism. Because of the mechanism’s backdrivability, all 71 

the backbones of the inner mechanism generate translating outputs that are equal to the linear combinations of the two 72 

independent inputs. 73 

In the synchronized motion mode as in Fig. 2 (a.2), the three outer backbones are simultaneously pulled or pushed to 74 

shorten or lengthen the outer mechanism together with the inner mechanism, generating the same translations for the 75 

inner backbones. The CCM’s working principle is also shown in the multimedia extension. 76 

When the CCM is implemented in the CoMPS hand as in Fig. 2 (b), the three outer backbones are attached to three 77 

actuators for actuation. The finger joints are driven by the outputs from the backbones of the inner mechanism, where 78 

springs are serially connected to introduce compliance. The spring stiffness is determined using the analysis described in 79 

Section 3.2 . 80 

In the coordinated motion mode, the translating outputs of the CCM depend on two variables ( θ and δ), even though the 81 

CCM is bent by three actuators. This is equivalent to combining two postural synergies to form hand poses in a pre-grasp 82 

phase. When the CCM is lengthened in the synchronized motion mode, it is equivalent to pulling all the output backbones 83 

together to close the fingers. 84 

The hand has 11 joints: three for the thumb and two for each finger. The T , I , M , R and L letters indicate the thumb, 85 

the index finger, the middle finger, the ring finger and the little finger, respectively. The abbreviations rot , mcp , ip , abd , 86 

pip and dip indicate the rotation, the metacarpophalangeal, the interphalangeal, the abduction, the proximal and the distal 87 

interphalangeal joints, respectively. The T ip joint and the dip joints of the fingers are fixed to simplify the hand structure. 88 

The CCM can generate an arbitrary number of outputs by placing corresponding output backbones in the inner contin- 89 

uum mechanism. The arrangement of an output backbone determines the coefficients for the linear combination, referred 90 

to in Section 4.3 . On the contrary, one additional set of pulleys or gears is always required for an additional output in these 91 

existing designs [18,25-27] . 92 

3. Hand design description and analysis 93 

Designs of the fingers and the thumb are presented in Section 3.1 . Section 3.2 introduces the statics analysis for deter- 94 

mining the joint-level compliance to achieve stable pinches. 95 
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Fig. 3. The CoMPS hand: (a) the index finger, and (b) the thumb. 

Table 1 

Structural parameters of the CoMPS hand (Unit: mm). 

Thumb Index Middle Ring Little 

Distal phalange 27 20 21 21 20 

Intermediate phalange – 25 28 27 21 

Proximal phalange 32 47 48 46 40 

Metacarpal 46 – – – –

|O X A X | † 7.4 7.5 7.7 7.4 6.4 

|A X B X | † 44.6 45.6 46.6 44.6 38.8 

|B X C X | † 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.0 5.2 

† The subscript X represents T , I , M , R or L for the five fingers, respec- 

tively. 

3.1. Design descriptions of the fingers and the thumb 96 

The design of the CoMPS hand is shown in Fig. 3 . The phalange lengths were set according to the studies on hand 97 

anatomy [34,35] , with the goal of achieving stable tripod pinches. All the phalange lengths, which are rounded to millime- 98 

ters, are listed in Table 1 . 99 

As explained in Section 2 , the CCM’s translational outputs are used to drive the CoMPS hand. Hence, the actuation scheme 100 

of the thumb and the fingers solely uses pulling and pushing actions. 101 

Because the finger designs are similar for all fingers, only the index finger is depicted in Fig. 3 (a). The I mcp joint is 102 

actuated by pulling or pushing the I mcp rod. Pulling or pushing the I pip rod actuates the I pip joint through coupler A I B I and 103 

rocker O I A I . As indicated in Fig. 4 , the distance between the I pip joint (the C I point) and the connection point B I is B I C I . The 104 

link lengths were set proportionally according to the design of the Vincent hand in [36] , as listed in Table 1 . The I dip joint 105 

was fixed to 20 ° to simplify the finger actuation. 106 

The actuation scheme of the thumb is shown in Fig. 3 (b). The T rot slider is translated by pushing or pulling the T rot rod. A 107 

coupler connects the thumb to the T rot slider so that translation of the T rot slider rotates the thumb (e.g., forms opposition). 108 

The T abd and T mcp joints are actuated by the couplers c abd and c mcp , respectively. The two couplers also rotate about the T rot 109 

joint axis together with the thumb. The c mcp coupler is connected to the coupler A T B T through the rocker O T A T to drive the 110 

T mcp joint. As indicated in Fig. 4 , the distance between the T mcp joint (the C T point) and the connection point B T is B T C T . The 111 

link lengths are listed in Table 1 . The T ip joint was fixed to 20 ° to simplify the thumb actuation. 112 

The geometrical parameters of the fingers (e.g., the angles between the various links) were all set according to the 113 

Vincent hand in [36] . All the actuation rods for the hand joints (the joint driving rods) are made of super-elastic nitinol 114 

with a diameter of 0.7 mm. The rods can be both pulled and pushed. 115 

3.2. Statics analysis for joint compliance 116 

After the CoMPS hand is driven to form a pre-grasp pose using the two synergy inputs, a stable pinch is considered to 117 

be relatively difficult to achieve while closing all the fingers (stable grasps are easier due to the form closure). Therefore, 118 

more attention is focused on the statics analysis of a pinch pose, schematically shown in Fig. 4 . 119 
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the statics analysis of a pinch pose. 

This statics analysis is necessary to properly determine the joint-level compliance in the CoMPS hand. If the compliance 120 

is improperly set, closing the fingers more forcefully can lead to a pinch ejection as observed in [30] , instead of generating 121 

larger pinch forces required to stably grip a heavier object. 122 

For simplicity, the middle finger is assumed to be identical to the index finger and the T rot joint rotates 90 ° In this way, 123 

the tripod pinch becomes a planar pinch. 124 

As for the index finger, the moment equilibrium of the links F I O I C I and H I O I A I are given as (1) and (2) , respectively. 125 

The coefficient of 2 indicates the two identical forces from the index finger and the middle finger. The force and moment 126 

equilibrium of the link B I C I D I is given by (3) and (4) , respectively. 127 

−→ 

O I F I × 2 f Im 

+ 

−−→ 

O I C I × 2 f C I = 0 (1) 

128 −−→ 

O I H I × 2 f Ip + 

−−→ 

O I A I × 2 f A I B I = 0 (2) 

Where f Im 

and f Ip are the actuation forces on the nitinol rods for the I mcp and I pip joints; f A I B I is the force exerted on the 129 

link H I O I A I by the link A I B I and f C I is the force exerted on the link F I O I C I by the link B I C I D I . 130 

( −2 f C I ) + 

(
−2 f A I B I 

)
+ 2 f I _ tip = 0 (3) 

131 −→ 

C I B I ×
(
−2 f A I B I 

)
+ 

−−→ 

C I D I × 2 f I _ tip = 0 (4) 

Similarly, for the thumb, the moment equilibrium of the links F T O T C T and H T O T A T is given by (5) and (6) , whereas the 132 

force and moment equilibrium of the link B T C T D T is given by (7) and (8) , respectively. 133 

−−→ 

O T F T ×

⎛ 

⎝ 

‖ 

f Ta ‖ 

cos α1 

·
−−→ 

G T F T ∥∥∥−−→ 

G T F T 

∥∥∥

⎞ 

⎠ + 

−−→ 

O T C T × f C T = 0 (5) 

134 

−−−→ 

O T H T ×

⎛ 

⎝ 

‖ 

f T m 

‖ 

cos α2 

·
−−→ 

I T H T ∥∥∥−−→ 

I T H T 

∥∥∥

⎞ 

⎠ + 

−−−→ 

O T A T × f A T B T = 0 (6) 

Where f Ta and f Tm 

are the actuation forces on the nitinol rods for the T abd and T mcp joints, respectively; f A T B T is the force 135 

exerted on the link H T O T A T by the link A T B T and f C T is the force exerted on the link F T O T C T by the link B T C T D T . 136 

(−f C T ) + (−f A T B T ) + f T _ tip = 0 (7) 

137 −−→ 

C T B T × (−f A T B T ) + 

−−→ 

C T D T × f T _ tip = 0 (8) 

It is important to note that an infinite number of tripod pinches can be achieved with the independent actuation of 138 

the involved joints (namely, the T rot , T abd , T mcp , I mcp , I pip , M mcp and M pip joints). One motivation for this development is to 139 
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Table 2 

Determination of the joint compliance. 

Joint T abd T mcp I mcp I pip 

Joint driving force (N) ||f Ta || = 21.4 ||f Tm || = 5.2 ||f Im || = 9.6 ||f Ip || = 3.9 

Desired total stiffness (N/mm) 93.5 22.7 41.9 17.0 

Nitinol rod stiffness (N/mm) 93.5 93.5 74.8 74.8 

Desired spring stiffness (N/mm) ∞ 30.0 95.5 22.1 

Adopted spring stiffness (N/mm) ∞ 30 90 30 

demonstrate that a synergy-based anthropomorphic hand can produce stable grasps and pinches. The task is considered 140 

accomplished even when only one pinch is stably reproduced. For this reason, the statics analysis was performed for the 141 

specific pose that was formed manually as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 . This pose was also used in the synergy synthesis 142 

presented in Section 4.1 . 143 

Under this particular pinch pose in Fig. 4 , various actuation forces might all lead to the pose stability considering different 144 

contact conditions between the pinched ball and the fingers. However, only one set of the joint compliance needs to be 145 

determined. A point contact without friction was assumed for simplification. In reality, friction will always exist and can 146 

actually improve the pinch stability. This assumption is validated by the wide range of synergy inputs that can achieve 147 

stable pinching, which are described in the sensitivity study in Section 6.2 . 148 

As shown in Fig. 2 (b), springs with different stiffness are serially integrated into the joint-driving rods for joint compli- 149 

ance. When the CoMPS hand is commanded to gradually close its fingers under the lengthening actuation of the CCM, it is 150 

equivalent to applying different actuation forces to the joints. 151 

Joint angles for the T abd ( θ T1 ), T mcp ( θ T2 ), I mcp ( θ I1 ) and I pip ( θ I2 ) joints were measured from the actual pinch pose shown 152 

in Fig. 4 . The pinch forces ( f T_tip and f I_tip ) should pass through the center of the ball to avoid ejection. || f T_tip || is assumed 153 

to be 1 N whereas || f I_tip || is assumed to be 0.5 N (the middle finger generates the other 0.5 N pinch force to maintain the 154 

equilibrium). Such unit pinch forces are assumed because only the ratios between the joint actuation forces are of interest. 155 

With the structural parameters listed in Table 1 , the joint angles measured and the pinch forces assumed, the joint 156 

driving forces on the nitinol rods for the T abd , T mcp , I mcp and I pip joints can be obtained using (1) to (8) as listed in the 2nd 157 

row of Table 2 . Next, the ratios between the desired total stiffness (including the stiffness from the spring and the nitinol 158 

rod) for each joint should be proportional to the corresponding driving forces. 159 

The nitinol rod for driving the hand joint has limited stiffness that can be calculated as k = EA / l ( E for the Young’s 160 

modulus, A for the cross-sectional area and l for the rod length). The stiffness of the driving rods is listed in the 4th row of 161 

Table 2 . 162 

Because the T abd joint has the highest driving force (21.4 N), the joint stiffness should not be further lowered. Therefore, 163 

no spring was integrated and the desired spring stiffness is listed as ∞ in Table 2 . The desired total stiffness of the T abd joint 164 

is the same as the nitinol rod stiffness (93.5 N/mm). According to the ratios between the joint driving forces, the desired 165 

total stiffness of the T mcp , I mcp and I pip joints are obtained as listed in the 3rd row of Table 2 . Then, the desired spring 166 

stiffness can be obtained considering the serial connection of the spring and the nitinol rod. The adopted spring stiffness 167 

is listed in the last row of Table 2 , considering the availability of the springs in stock. The spring stiffness for the mcp and 168 

pip joints for the middle, the ring and the little fingers are set to the same because the ring and the little fingers are less 169 

dominant during a pinching motion. 170 

4. Mechanical postural synergy 171 

This paper uses the CCM to mechanically implement the postural synergy. The collection of hand poses and synergy 172 

extraction are presented in Section 4.1 . The kinematics of the CCM is presented in Section 4.2 and the structural parameters 173 

are determined according to the synthesized synergy values as presented in Section 4.3 . 174 

4.1. Pose collection and postural synergy extraction 175 

In a previous study where an in-hand manipulation of two rotating balls was realized for a synergy-based hand [18] , it 176 

was found highly effective to synthesize the postural synergies directly from the poses of the to-be-controlled hand. This 177 

approach can reduce possible uncertainties and errors while translating synergies from one hand kinematics to another [37] . 178 

Postural synergies are usually extracted as the first of a few (usually two) principal components from a matrix that 179 

consists of recorded joint angles of a hand under various poses. Here, the hand pose matrix alternatively consists of the 180 

push-pull lengths of the joint driving rods because the translating outputs from the CCM are required to drive the CoMPS 181 

hand. In this way, the non-linearity between the push-pull actuation length and the hand joint angle does not complicate 182 

the synergy synthesis. 183 

As shown in Fig. 5 , eleven micrometers were manually driven to push or pull the joint driving rods to drive the eleven 184 

joints of the CoMPS hand for various grasps and pinches. The springs, whose stiffness was determined as presented in 185 

Section 3.3, were serially integrated. 186 
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Fig. 5. Hand poses: (a) experimental setup, (b) pose #1, (c) pose #2, (d) pose #10, (e) pose #11, (f) pose #9, (g) pose #21, (h) pose #16. 

The CoMPS hand poses were adopted according to the comprehensive taxonomy proposed by Feix et al. [11] . The original 187 

set includes 33 poses, covering a majority of ADL (Activities of Daily Living) hand poses. Due to the limitations on the 188 

number of joints (e.g., no finger abduction in the CoMPS hand) and the joint motion ranges, several poses could not be 189 

reproduced, such as those for holding scissors, holding chopsticks, and the abduction grip between the fingers. 190 

In addition to utilizing the 2-DoF bending of the CCM to produce the linear combination of two postural synergies, the 191 

CoMPS hands utilizes the 1-DoF lengthening of the CCM to close all fingers. To replicate the finger closing motion, all the 192 

micrometers were placed on a linear slide to pull the joint driving rods together, as in Fig. 5 (a). 193 

The pose was considered valid only when stable grasping or pinching was achieved by actuating the linear slide to close 194 

all of the fingers. With the serially integrated springs with different stiffness, different driving forces were applied to the 195 

joints. Although the spring stiffness was determined according to the statics analysis for one pinch pose, the CoMPS hand 196 

was able to perform many stable grasps because a stable grasp is easier to achieve under the enveloping motions of the 197 

palm and all of the fingers. 198 

Twenty three grasps and pinches from the GRASP taxonomy [11] were reproduced. The seven representative poses are: 199 

pose #1 for grasping a large can, pose #2 for grasping a round bar, pose #10 for pinching a baseball, pose #11 for tripod 200 

pinching a golf ball, pose #9 for precision grasp of a CD, pose #21 for the palmar grasp of a thick disk, and pose #16 for tip 201 

pinch of a thin stick, shown in Fig. 5 (b) –(h), respectively. This particular listing sequence is for better comparison with the 202 

pose reproduction experiments described in Section 6.1 . 203 

For the pinching poses, the fingers were first actuated to only balance the gravitational force on the pinched objects. 204 

Then, the linear slide was actuated for 2 mm to gradually close the fingers. For all 23 poses, the stability of the grasps and 205 

pinches was maintained. The poses were adjusted if they could not maintain the stability during the finger closing motion. 206 

The measured rod driving lengths of each joint for the 23 poses are not listed explicitly for brevity. A zero actuation 207 

length corresponds to a fully extended hand pose. 208 

Each of the 23 hand poses can be expressed as a pose vector p j ∈ � 

11 ×1 ( j = 1 , 2 , …, 23 ), whose elements are the corre- 209 

sponding joint driving lengths. The 23 pose vectors can be arranged to form a pose matrix P . Singular value decomposition 210 

can be performed on P as in (9) . 211 

P 11 ×23 = 

[
p 1 p 2 · · · p 23 

]
= P̄ 11 ×23 + U 11 ×11 �11 ×23 V 

T 
23 ×23 (9) 

Where P̄ = [ p̄ p̄ · · · p̄ ] with p̄ = 

1 
23 

23 ∑ 

j=1 

p j is the average pose matrix. 212 

Keeping the two largest singular values in � (namely, setting the rest of the singular values to zero) in (9) gives (10) . 213 

P ≈ ˜ P = P̄ + 

[
u 1 u 2 

][g 1 1 g 1 2 . . . g 1 23 

g 2 1 g 2 2 . . . g 2 23 

]
(10) 

Then, each pose is approximated as in (11) . 214 

p j ≈ ˜ p j = p̄ + g 1 j u 1 + g 2 j u 2 , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , 23 (11) 

Where u 1 and u 2 are referred to as the postural synergies. These postural synergies can be directly used to determine the 215 

structural parameters of the CCM as presented in Section 4.3 . 216 

Any hand pose can be approximated as in (12) , applying the average hand pose p̄ , the hand driving vector �p and two 217 

synergy inputs g 1 and g 2 . 218 

p ≈ p̄ + �p and �p = g 1 u 1 + g 2 u 2 (12) 

4.2. Kinematics of the composed continuum mechanism 219 

The CCM in Fig. 6 is used to mechanically implement the postural synergies. It has three actuation backbones and eleven 220 

output backbones. The attached disks and spacers shown in Fig. 2 (a) were built as one piece. A central virtual backbone 221 
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Fig. 6. Nomenclature and coordinates of the CCM with the arrangement of the backbones shown in the inset: 1 to 11 for outputs and 12 to 14 for actuation. 

characterizes the length and bending shape of the CCM. The actuation backbones and the output backbones are all made of 222 

thin super-elastic nitinol rods. 223 

The push-pull actuation of the actuation backbones bends the CCM, leading to translational outputs of the output back- 224 

bones. Two coordinate systems are defined as follows, while the nomenclature is defined in Table 4 . 225 

➢ Base Disk Coordinate System (BDS) is designated as { b} ≡ { ̂ x b , ̂  y b , ̂  z b } . Its XY plane coincides with the base disk of the CCM 226 

and its origin is at the center. 227 

➢ Bending Plane Coordinate System (BPS) is designated as { p} ≡ { ̂ x p , ̂  y p , ̂  z p } which shares its origin with { b} and has the 228 

CCM’s virtual backbone bending in its XY plane. 229 

Kinematics modeling of the CCM adopts a widely accepted assumption that the bent shape, which is characterized by 230 

the central virtual backbone, is circular. This assumption has previously been analytically and experimentally verified [38,39] . 231 

Under this assumption, the backbones all bend into circular arcs in planes parallel to the bending plane. 232 

With detailed derivations available in the previous studies [31,38,39] , the length of the i th backbone l i satisfies (13) , 233 

whereas q i is then written as (14) . Please note that when the CCM is bent towards one backbone, its length l i within the 234 

CCM is shortened, generating a pushing output. This “pushing” output is negative in view of the hand joint due to the 235 

definition of the joint driving length. Hence, the definition of q i has been kept harmonic with the sign of the joint driving 236 

lengths in the hand pose vector p j . This means that the q i value from (14) directly matches the corresponding joint driving 237 

length. 238 

l o = l i + r i θ cos ( δ + βi ) (13) 

239 

q i = −r i θ cos ( δ + βi ) (14) 

4.3. Structural determination of the synthesized synergies 240 

When the CCM is bent, (14) holds for all the backbones. The backbone’s arrangement is indicated by the corresponding 241 

r i and β i values. Because the 11 output backbones ( i = 1 , 2 , …, 11 ) drive the CoMPS hand from the average pose p̄ , these 242 

outputs, the q i in (14) , can be put together to form the hand driving vector �p in (15) . 243 

�p = 

[
−r 1 θ cos ( δ + β1 ) −r 2 θ cos ( δ + β2 ) . . . −r 11 θ cos ( δ + β11 ) 

]T 
(15) 

Expanding cos( δ + β i ) in (15) gives (16) , where r ref is used to normalize the expression. Please note that r i and β i are 244 

constant for a built CCM. 245 

Comparing (16) with (12) indicates that a hand pose p , which involves two synergy inputs g 1 and g 2 , corresponds to a 246 

pair of θ and δ values. In other words, each configuration of the CCM (specified by θ and δ) determines a hand pose. The 247 
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Table 3 

Ni ti rod actuation lengths (unit: millimeter). 

T rot T abd T mcp I mcp I pip M mcp M pip R mcp R pip L mcp L pip 

p̄ 12.92 3.28 1.01 5.32 −0.42 5.74 −0.82 6.17 −1.09 7.05 −2.64 

u 1 −0.05 −0.10 0.17 −0.28 0.32 −0.39 0.38 −0.38 0.35 −0.33 0.33 

u 2 −0.76 −0.02 0.06 0.02 0.32 0.22 0.22 0.28 0.14 0.36 0.06 

Table 4 

Nomenclature for the kinematics of the CCM. 

Symbol Definition 

i Index of the backbones 

r i Distance from the central backbone to the i th backbone 

βi Division angle between the i th backbone and ˆ x b ; βi remain constant once the CCM is built. 

l i Length of the i th backbone measured from the base disk to the end disk 

l o Original length of the backbones when the CCM is in its initial straight configuration 

q i Translation distance of the i th backbone; q i ≡ l i − l o 
δi A right-handed rotation angle about ˆ z b from ˆ y p to a ray passing through the central backbone and the i th backbone. 

δ δ ≡ δ1 and δi = δ + β i 

θ (s ) The angle of the tangent to the central backbone along its length in the bending plane. This angle at the tip of the central backbone is of 

more interest and it is designated as ϑ . 

mapping between ( g 1 , g 2 ) and ( θ , δ) is expressed as (17) . 248 

�p = r re f θ sin δ

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

r 1 
r re f 

sin β1 
r 2 

r re f 
sin β2 

. . . 
r 11 

r re f 
sin β11 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

+ 

(
−r re f θ cos δ

)
⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

r 1 
r re f 

cos β1 
r 2 

r re f 
cos β2 

. . . 
r 11 

r re f 
cos β11 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(16) 

249 {
g 1 = r re f θ sin δ
g 2 = −r re f θ cos δ

⇔ 

{
δ = atan 2 ( g 1 /θ, −g 2 /θ ) 

θ = 

√ 

g 2 
1 

+ g 2 
2 
/ r re f 

(17) 

Where atan2( y , x ) is the right-handed angle between the x -axis and a ray passing through the origin and the point ( x , y ). 250 

Then, the elements in u 1 and u 2 can be used to calculate r i and β i as in (18) to determine the backbone arrangement. 251 {
r i = r re f 

√ 

u 

2 
1 _ i 

+ u 

2 
2 _ i 

βi = atan 2 ( u 2 _ i , u 1 _ i ) 
(18) 

Where u 1_i and u 2_i are the i th element in u 1 and u 2 , respectively. 252 

It can be observed from (18) that the r ref value scales the distribution of the output backbones. If r ref is too large, it will 253 

be difficult to fit the CCM inside the CoMPS hand. If r ref is too small, an excessive bending of the CCM will be required. 254 

Thus, r ref is set to 25 mm. The u 1 and u 2 values listed in Table 3 can be used to calculate the corresponding r i and β i values 255 

( i = 1, 2, …, 11). The resultant arrangement of the eleven output backbones is shown in the inset of Fig. 6 . 256 

An arbitrary pair of θ and δ values corresponds to a pair to g 1 and g 2 values and a hand pose. Three actuation back- 257 

bones ( i = 12, 13, 14) were pushed and pulled to bend the CCM into a configuration specified by θ and δ, according to 258 

(14) . The r i and β i values are set as follows to facilitate the component arrangement, although they can be set arbitrarily: 259 

r 12 = r 13 = r 14 = 20 mm, β12 = 0, β13 = 2 π /3 and β14 = 4 π /3. 260 

The three actuation backbones are first pushed and pulled to bend the CCM to form a pre-grasp pose. They are then 261 

pushed together to lengthen the CCM to close all the fingers to achieve grasps and pinches. 262 

5. Hand and controller descriptions 263 

The CoMPS hand was assembled as shown in Fig. 7 . The components include: i) the hand, ii) a controller board, iii) three 264 

servomotors with gearheads, iv) three lead screws with three potentiometers, v) a battery pack, and vi) the CCM with three 265 

actuation backbones and eleven output backbones. The output backbones are connected with the joint driving rods using 266 

serially integrated springs for joint compliance. 267 

Bending of the CCM drives the CoMPS hand from its average pose specified by p̄ in (11) and (12) , whereas lengthening 268 

of the CCM closes the fingers to form grasps and pinches. It is important to ensure that the hand is in its average pose after 269 

assembly. The average pose p̄ is obtained by actuating the joint driving rods for the specific distances as listed in the p̄ row 270 

of Table 3 . Positive values indicate pulling, whereas negative values indicate pushing. 271 

Three Maxon servomotors (DCX12L EB SL 6 V with GPX12 AA 35:1 gearhead) were used to drive three IGUS lead screws 272 

(6 mm diameter and 1 mm lead) to push and pull the actuation backbones of the CCM. Three potentiometers (KTL-50 L from 273 

XiYu Electronic Co., China) were used to provide position feedback. 274 
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Fig. 7. The assembled CoMPS hand in its average pose. 

A controller board as shown in the inset of Fig. 7 was designed and fabricated to drive the servomotors. The board 275 

was based on a STM32F415 MCU (Micro Control Unit, STMicroelectronics Co.). Two motor driver chips (DRV8833, Texas 276 

Instruments) were used to drive the three servomotors. Connectors for the ADC, serial port and program download were 277 

integrated on the board. 278 

Two batteries of 3.7 V were connected serially for the system power supply. A voltage regulator (TPS7A6033-Q1, Texas 279 

Instruments) was used to convert the 7.4 V input into a 3.3 V output for the MCU and a 5 V output for the potentiometers. 280 

Closed-loop PID controls at a sampling rate of 1 kHz were implemented. A moving average filter with 50 of the most re- 281 

cent read-outs was used as the feedback from the potentiometers to suppress noise. A position control accuracy of ± 0.05 mm 282 

was achieved. 283 

In this study, the control commands for the CoMPS hand, including the synergy inputs ( g 1 and g 2 ) and the finger closing 284 

length, were sent by the on-board serial port. For use as a training device for synergy control, it is possible to decode these 285 

control commands from an amputee’s residual limb with several myographic electrodes. Such synergy input decoding has 286 

been attempted in [32,33] . 287 

6. Experimental characterizations 288 

With the CoMPS hand assembled, a series of experimental characterizations were performed according to the existing 289 

studies [18,40] . The hand pose reproduction using the CCM is presented in Section 6.1 . A sensitivity study is presented in 290 

Section 6.2 to demonstrate how accurate a pose must be reproduced to achieve stable tripod pinching. The quantifications 291 

of the grasp/pinch forces and the pull-out forces are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 , respectively. 292 

6.1. Hand pose reproduction 293 

The postural synergies were synthesized using 23 grasps and pinches as described in Section 4.1 . A hand pose is formed 294 

using two synergy inputs ( g 1 and g 2 ) as in (11) . For each pair of synergy inputs, the CCM’s configuration variables ( θ and 295 

δ) are calculated according to (17) . The actuation lengths of the actuation backbones are obtained using (14) such that the 296 

STM32F415 controller board drives the servomotors to push and pull the actuation backbones to bend the CCM to change 297 

the pose of the CoMPS hand. 298 

An arbitrary pair of g 1 and g 2 may generate a hand pose that violates one or more joint limits of the CoMPS hand. Hence, 299 

an actuation zone was first established as shown in Fig. 8 (a). The zone is generated by enumerating the synergy plane in 300 

increments of 0.1 mm along both the g 1 and g 2 axes. A point is admitted into the zone if the reproduced pose does not 301 

violate any joint limits. In other words, any points outside this area represent the synergy values with which the generated 302 

hand joint values using (11) violate one or more hand joint limits. 303 

As indicated in (10) , the 23 poses used for the synergy synthesis correspond to the 23 pairs of g 1 and g 2 values. In 304 

Fig. 8 (a), most of the poses can be reproduced after closing the fingers a distance of 1 to 2 mm, showing the motion capa- 305 

bility of the CoMPS hand. 306 

As shown in Fig. 8 (b.1 ), (c.1 ), (d.1 ), (e.1), four poses (poses #1, #2, #10 and #11 as described in Section 4.1 ) were repro- 307 

duced using the original g 1 and g 2 values from the synergy synthesis. Then, the hand was closed by lengthening the CCM for 308 

1.1 mm, 1.9 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively, to achieve stable grasping and pinching. The fingers were gradually closed 309 

from a distance of 1.0 mm in increments of 0.1 mm until the finger-object contacts generated enough friction to overcome 310 

the gravitational force. In Fig. 8 (b.2), more actuation for closing the fingers is required, if the large can is not empty. 311 

Comparing the pinch poses in Fig. 8 (e.1) and Fig. 5 (e), considerable differences can be observed because the hand pose 312 

was produced using two linear synergies. After closing the fingers for 1.0 mm, additional rotation was realized on the T rot 313 

joint as the fingers were closed to achieve a stable pinch, even though the non-contacting ring and little fingers were still 314 

positioned differently. 315 
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Fig. 8. Pose reproduction for grasps and pinches: (a) actuation zone, and the poses (b) #1, (c) #2, (d) #10, (e) #11, (f) #9, (g) #21, and (h) #16. 

Poses #4, #7, #9 and #21 are outside the actuation zone and were reproduced via an optimization as in (19) , minimizing 316 

the joint actuation errors. W j is a weight matrix. It is an identity matrix for the poses outside the actuation zone. 317 

min 

g 1 , g 2 

(
p j − p̄ − g 1 u 1 − g 2 u 2 

)T 
W j 

(
p j − p̄ − g 1 u 1 − g 2 u 2 

)
(19) 

As shown in Fig. 8 (f.1)-(g.1), poses #9 and #21 were reproduced using the adjusted g 1 and g 2 values obtained from 318 

the optimization in (19) . Then, the hand was closed by lengthening the CCM for 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm to achieve precision 319 

grasping of a CD and palmar grasping of a large thick disk. 320 

Comparing the precision grasps in Fig. 8 (f.2) and Fig. 5 (f), it can be observed that the precision grasp is not well repro- 321 

duced. The grasped CD is constrained by the form closure created by the fingers. One fundamental reason to explain this 322 

could be that the desired g 1 and g 2 values are outside the actuation zone. 323 

Three poses (poses #6, #14 and #16 as described in Section 4.1 ) were reproduced using the g 1 and g 2 values from the 324 

synergy synthesis in (10) . These poses cannot fully regenerate the intended grasps/pinches, regardless of how the fingers are 325 

closed. 326 

Using pose #16 as an example, the reproduced pose, shown in Fig. 8 (h.1), is clearly different from the original pose in 327 

Fig. 5 (h). The possible reason is that this is a 2-dimenional approximation of the original pose. Then, the optimization in 328 

(19) was performed to adjust the g 1 and g 2 values using a different weight matrix W 16 where ones were set for the joints 329 

of the thumb and the index finger and zeros were set for the rest of the joints in the diagonal entries. This was to minimize 330 

the joint actuation errors for the fingers that are involved in the pinch. The new pair of g 1 and g 2 values were obtained and 331 

plotted as the #16 dot in green in Fig. 8 (a), while the adjusted pose is shown in Fig. 8 (h.2). The tip pinch was realized by 332 

lengthening the CMM for 1.5 mm, as shown in Fig. 8 (h.3). 333 

Comparing this tip pinch pose in Fig. 8 (h.3) and Fig. 5 (h), considerable difference can be observed in the fingers that are 334 

not originally involved in the pinch. The original tip pinch in Fig. 5 (h) is reproduced with difficulty using two linear postural 335 

synergies. Because the optimization in (19) using W 16 puts higher priority on the pinching fingers (the thumb and the index 336 

finger), the poses of the non-contributing fingers may be compromised. 337 

Please note that closing the fingers under a pose near the boundaries of the actuation zone can still violate the joint 338 

actuation limits. When a joint is stopped by its mechanical limit, continuing to close the finger extends the corresponding 339 

integrated spring(s). Because the actuation for finger closing is limited to 2 mm, the hand structures are sufficiently strong to 340 

tolerate these additional actuation forces. Grasping motions of the CoMPS hand are also shown in the multimedia extension. 341 

6.2. Sensitivity study for stable pinching 342 

If the proposed CoMPS hand is used as a training device for synergy control, this sensitivity study, which shows how 343 

accurately the pose must be reproduced, provides a quantitative learning goal. This study also verifies the efficacy of the 344 

statics analysis for the pinching motion. 345 
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity study for the tripod pinch: (a) experimental setup, and finger closing lengths with respect to the g 1 and g 2 values for (b) a golf ball, and 

with (c) a 100-gram and (d) a 200-gram weight; the red block indicates the original g 1 and g 2 values from the synergy synthesis. 

Because a stable pinch is more difficult to produce than a grasp, the sensitivity study is conducted for the tripod pinch in 346 

an enumerative manner. The sensitivity mentioned here means how sensitive the pinch success is to the similarity between 347 

a reproduced pose and the particular pinch pose in Fig. 4 . 348 

On the synergy plane, points around pose #11 (the tripod pinch) are tested. A point is valid if the following conditions 349 

are satisfied. A non-contacting pre-pinch pose should first be generated under the g 1 and g 2 values. Then, the golf ball 350 

is placed at a proper position by observation. This is considered acceptable. In a training session, an amputee would also 351 

actively adjust the position and orientation of the CoMPS hand to better produce grasps and pinches. Next, the fingers are 352 

gradually closed. The point is valid if the pinch can be stably achieved. 353 

The sensitivity study is plotted in Fig. 9 . To show how the sensitivity changes with respect to the weight of the pinched 354 

object, a 100-gram weight and a 200-gram weight was attached to a golf ball, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). 355 

In Fig. 9 (b) –( d), the height in the Z axis represents the finger closing lengths required to achieve a stable pinch. The 356 

finger closing lengths is indicated in Fig. 2 (a.2). When the composed continuum mechanism is lengthened, all the output 357 

backbones are pulled together to close the fingers. This pulling distance is the finger closing length. 358 

While closing the fingers to achieve a pinch or grasp, the exerted forces by the fingers depend on the incorporated joint- 359 

level compliance. The joint-level compliance was determined according to the statics analysis in Section 3.2 , where a point 360 

contact without friction was assumed between the fingertip and the pinched ball in sake of simplicity. In reality, friction will 361 

always exist and can actually improve the pinch stability, since the friction would occur in the opposite directions of the 362 

movement trends. It is clear from Fig. 9 (b)–(d) that the CoMPS hand is capable of forming stable pinches. The pre-pinches do 363 

not need to be accurately reproduced. The validity of the statics analysis and the effectiveness of the joint-level compliance 364 

are the essential reasons for the capability of the CoMPS hand to form stable pinches even when the pre-pinches are not 365 

accurately reproduced. 366 

When the sensitivity is low, a pose that is dissimilar to the pinch pose in Fig. 4 can still generate a stable pinch after 367 

the fingers are closed. Since the hand poses are changed by varying the g 1 and g 2 synergy values, the size of the stable 368 

pinch ranges in Fig. 9 (b)–(d) indicates the level of sensitivity. In Fig. 9 (d), fewer g 1 and g 2 values (around the original value 369 

indicated by the red block) can generate stable pinches. This means the sensitivity is higher for the case in Fig. 9 (d). 370 

When the g 1 and g 2 synergy values are varied to form a pre-pinch and then the fingers are closed, the exerted forces 371 

on the pinched ball may actually always deviate from the scenario in Fig. 4 . The exerted pinch forces will generate friction: 372 

a portion of the friction balances the gravitational force of the pinched ball, while the rest friction balances the residual 373 

forces/moments to maintain the pinch equilibrium. 374 

As the pinch pose and the finger forces deviate more from the analysis in Fig. 4 , the residual forces/moments may also 375 

increase. Then a bigger friction is needed to balance the increased residual forces/moments. As the total available friction is 376 

bounded by the static friction coefficient, likely less friction would be available to balance the ball’s gravity. 377 

Referring to the explanations above, when a heavier ball is pinched, the finger closing lengths should first be increased 378 

to generate harder pinches. Even though, a bigger portion of the total friction may be used to balance the heavier ball’s 379 

gravity. Then the rest of the friction that can balance the residual pinch forces/moments becomes limited. This demands 380 

that the pinch pose should be more similar to the pose in Fig. 4 . In other words, successful pinch poses become fewer. This 381 

matches the expectation that the pre-pinch shall be reproduced more accurately to more closely resemble the pose from 382 

the pinch analysis presented in Section 3.2 . This means the stable pinch range is reduced and the sensitivity increases. 383 

When the pinch poses are similar to the one in Fig. 4 , higher gripping forces can generate higher friction to balance heav- 384 

ier weights. When the pinch poses are dissimilar, the finger pinch forces may generate residual forces/moments that cannot 385 

be balanced by the fingertip friction. Then, the pinch failure (e.g., pinch ejection or the roll-back phenomenon observed in 386 

[30] ) may occur. 387 

6.3. Quantifications of pinching and grasping forces 388 

It is desired that the CoMPS hand can generate sufficient grasping and pinching forces. The capabilities are quantified as 389 

follows. 390 
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Fig. 10. Force quantifications: (a) grasp, (b) pinch, and (c) pull-out. 

The grasping force quantification experiments were performed as shown in Fig. 10 (a). An ATI Nano 17 force sensor was 391 

installed inside a 3D-printed ball with a diameter of 73 mm (the size of a baseball). The ball was placed between the fingers 392 

to measure the grasping force. The results are plotted in Fig. 10 (a) where the finger-closing actuation increases from 0 mm 393 

to 2 mm, displaying the minimal, the average and the maximal forces when the grasp was repeated five times. 394 

The pinching force quantification experiments were performed as shown in Fig. 10 (b). The ATI Nano 17 force sensor 395 

was installed inside another 3D-printed ball with a diameter of 40 mm. The CoMPS hand was in pose #11, described in 396 

Section 6.1 , and the ball was placed between the index finger, the middle finger and the thumb to produce a tripod pinch. 397 

The pinching forces were measured as the norm of the vector sum of the XYZ components from the ATI sensor, as plotted 398 

in Fig. 10 (b) where the finger-closing actuation increases from 0.6 mm to 2 mm. The measurement did not start from 0 mm 399 

because a certain distance of finger-closing is required to generate sufficient friction, whereas in the grasping experiments 400 

in Fig. 10 (a), the ball can rest on the palm. 401 

The grasping and pinching forces are small, compared to the existing prosthetic devices in [36] . The reasons may include 402 

the following two aspects. First, the stiffness of the joint driving rod is approximately 30 N/mm. When the finger is closed for 403 

2 mm, the applied force is approximately 60 N. This is well below the force that can be provided by the lead screw. Second, 404 

the finger is relative thin and the arrangement of the finger linkage is not optimized for force magnification. Nonetheless, 405 

this paper primarily demonstrates the features and application of the CCM. 406 

With the current design, the CoMPS can still be used as a training device for synergy control. However, the force capa- 407 

bility may limit its use as prosthesis or in a humanoid service robot. 408 

6.4. Pull-out experiments 409 

The pull-out experiments were performed as shown in Fig. 10 (c). A baseball was grasped and then pulled out. The pull- 410 

out motion was realized by a lead screw and the pull-out force was measured using a force gauge (HF-50 from Zhengkai 411 

Precision Instrument Co., China) with a built-in function for peak force measurement and a measurement range of ± 50 N. 412 

The pull-out forces are plotted in Fig. 10 (c), where the finger-closing actuation increases from 0.6 mm to 2 mm. The plot 413 

displays the minimal, the average and the maximal forces of the pull-out experiments, which were repeated five times. 414 

The results from the pull-out experiments indicate the capability of the CoMPS hand in maintaining a grasp under a 415 

directed external disturbance. The baseball was pulled out by prying the fingers open. It can be seen from Fig. 10 (c) that 416 

the pull-out force proportionally increases with respect to the finger closing length. The results are consistent with the 417 

expectation that closing the fingers harder generates a bigger pull-out force. The pull-out force will be substantially bigger 418 

under the same finger closing actuation, if the pull-out motions can be blocked by the hand’s structures. 419 

7. Conclusions 420 

Continuum mechanisms, in addition to their widely known uses as manipulator bodies and catheter tips, can be al- 421 

ternatively used as transmission units. Along with the recently introduced continuum differential mechanisms, this paper 422 

proposes a Composed Continuum Mechanism that can generate an arbitrary number of translational outputs by linearly 423 

combining two independent inputs. 424 

Features of the proposed CCM were demonstrated as the mechanical postural synergies of the constructed CoMPS hand. 425 

In the coordinated motion mode, three actuators drive the CCM to generate eleven outputs to drive the hand joints to form 426 

synergy-based hand poses in a pre-grasp phase. Then, the actuators drive the CCM to close the fingers in a synchronized 427 

motion mode. Joint-level compliance was selectively introduced based on a statics analysis to help achieve stable grasps and 428 

pinches of many daily life objects. 429 
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The model-based compliance calculation, postural synergy synthesis, system descriptions and experimentation of this 430 

CoMPS hand are elaborated. The hand poses used for the synergy synthesis can be mostly reproduced, although some poses 431 

involved noticeable joint errors on the non-contacting fingers. Stable grasps and pinches were realized. 432 

The CoMPS hand can be used as a training device. An amputee can learn how to drive the synergy-based hand to form 433 

hand poses in the pre-grasp phase, and then close the fingers to produce stable grasps and pinches. The presented sensitivity 434 

studies indicate how accurate an amputee shall reproduce the pre-grasp poses, providing a clear learning goal. 435 

With the finger linkages optimized and the grasping forces increased, the CoMPS hand can be used in a humanoid service 436 

robot. Using customized lead screw motors and a shortened CCM to reduce the length of the CoMPS hand can enable its 437 

use as a prosthetic hand. 438 

It is the hope that the presented CoMPS hand can inspire more designs using the CCM for generating outputs that are 439 

linearly combined from two inputs, particularly when many outputs are required within a limited design volume where the 440 

CCM’s structural simplicity and efficacy is advantageous. 441 
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